Ref: KWS/OT/B & F/19/2018-2019

8th March 2019

TO: ALL BIDDERS

RE: ADDENDUM NO 1 FOR TENDER NO: KWS/OT/B & F/19/2018-2019 PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION OF STAFF RESIDENTIAL HOUSES AT ABERDARES NATIONAL PARK

Kenya Wildlife Service wishes to make the following corrections/amendments to the tender advert.

BILLS OF QUANTITIES SECTION 1X

Reference is made to the tender document page 103, also reading as page 29 of 31 Bills of Quantities Summary;

The phrase multiplied by three (X3) No. of blocks is amended to read multiplied by Four (X4) No. of blocks.

The closing date is hereby extended to 19th March 2019.

All other conditions remain.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Head Supply Chain Management